
Have any Questions?
Contact our Recruiting Specialist Julia Lohr 
if you want to know more. She'll be happy 
to help you!

+49 221 97597613
julia.lohr@factor-a.com

WHO ARE WE?
Hi, we are Dept – an international digital agency of over 1.000 experienced thinkers & makers. One agency uniting creativity, 
technology and data. Helping reinvent & accelerate your digital reality by creating experiences that people want and businesses
need.

▸ https://www.deptagency.com/careers/

EDITORIAL

For our office in Cologne we are looking for a Working Student / 
Intern Online Editorial Japanese (m/f/div) with excellent Japanese 
knowledge, brand affinity, interest in search engine optimisation
and a knack for writing.

As a Working Student / Intern Online Editorial Japanese (m/f/div) you are part of our 
online editorial team and create SEO-optimized content for the Amazon marketplace. 
You are responsible for creating keyword sets based on detailed analyses of customer 
search behaviour and creating meaningful titles, bullet points and product descriptions 
that guarantee our customers maximum visibility on Amazon. In addition, you will 
design and create creative and targeted descriptions with images, including basic image 
editing. You are part of an international team with whom you share your ideas and 
insights in order to best place your content on Amazon for our customers. In the fast-
moving microcosm Amazon, varied tasks await you, as well as exciting new challenges 
and the opportunity to grow beyond yourself consistently.

YOU
• You are well versed in Word, PowerPoint and Excel
• You have excellent Japanese language skills, both verbally and in wiriting
• You can quickly familiarise yourself with new topics, are strong in 

communication, act in highly customer-oriented manner and have very good
analytical and conceptual skills

• You work independently , reliably and in a structured manner
• You are a teamplayer and motivated to advance topics
• You are creative, open-minded and are looking for a challenge
• You have a quick apprehension and a good understanding of language
• You have a high internet affinity and a great interest in all new e-commerce

topics

www.deptagency.com/careers/

You can apply until November 30, 2020


